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The EMPIR Project 18SIB07 GIQS:
Graphene Impedance Quantum Standard

Establishing
SI linked quantum traceability
by exploiting
the potential of graphene

The project

Latest events:

The aim of GIQS is to enable an economically efficient traceability of impedance
(resistance, capacitance, inductance) measurements to the defining constants (the
Planck constant and the elementary charge) of the International System of Units (SI).
New and easier to operate measurement bridges, convenient and easier to use
graphene quantum standards, cryogenic systems, and methods to combine them
will be developed. The project is now in the middle of its development, and several
progresses have been made towards its goals.

Progresses

• GIQS M18 open virtual stakeholder
session, Nov 2020

• EURAMET Technical Committee for
Electricity and Magnetism (TCEM),
Oct 2020 (online)

Graphene devices, including arrays, now reach quantisation
at 4.2 K and low magnetic field (< 5 T)

• GIQS paper presented at
IMEKO TC4

• GIQS papers presented at the
Conference on Precision
Electromagnetic Measurements,
Aug 2020 [online]

Cryogenic sample holders and environments, suitable for ac
measurements, are under development

"
The project stakeholders include
metrology organisations, research
centers, calibration laboratories,
industries which are interested in the
project outcome and give input to
maximise its impact on the T&M
Coaxial cryoprobe for small
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community.

size 6 T magnet

Want to join? Contact us!

Contact us: ptb.de/empir2019/giqs
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A transportation chamber
for graphene devices
allowed a roundrobin comparison between two
partners 10000 km far away. The measurements
agree to parts per billion

Digital bridges, either based on Josephson or electronic
sources, have been realized and are under extensive testing
Reconfigurable electronic digitallyassisted / fully
digital bridge

Digital impedance bridges
The quantum Hall effect gives a
realisation of the resistance unit, the
ohm, in both the dc and the ac
regimes. The realisation of the henry
and farad, and of impedance
scales, requires accurate bridges to
perform comparisons of impedances
having different phase angles.
Traditional transformer bridges can
perform these comparisons with very
high accuracy, but are complex
networks of electromagnetic
devices, difficult to manufacture
and calibrate, and must be manually
operated by skilled technicians.

Josephson impedance bridge

In" digital bridges, digitaltoanalog
converters (DAC) take the role of
ratio transformers. The resulting
network is simpler to construct and
operate under computer control.

Fullydigital quad bridge for RC
comparisons
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The partners

Josephson array waveform
synthesizers, being DAC of quantum
accuracy, allow flexible bridges
reaching the best uncertainties, now
in the 108 range. Electronic DACs, less
accurate but cheaper and more
userfriendly, permit to reach
uncertainties in the 107 range for
specific measurement
configurations.

The GIQS project has now its
YouTube channel (click)
youtube.com/channel/
UCaHuyb8YzrjPnLUz7nSiauA
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Follow us on LinkedIn: linkedin.com/groups/8824119/

